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 I) Write the names of any four fruits in alphabetical order:-     (1×4) 

 

Ans: apple ; banana ;  mango ; watermelon  

 (You can write any other names of fruits also but it must be in alphabetical order) 

 

II) Unscramble the names of these animals: -       (1×4) 

 

1) bezar __________ 

2) toag __________ 

3) birbat __________ 

4) fowl __________ 
 

Ans. 

1)  zebra 

2) goat 

3)  rabbit 

4)  wolf 

 

III) Arrange the words to make sentences. Remember to use a full stop or a question 

mark: -            (1×4) 
 

1) school / a / library / My / big / has 

2) lakes / Nainital / nine / has 

3) animal / faithful / The / is / dog / a 

4) My / travels / lot / father / a 
 

Ans. 

1) My school has a big library. 

2) Nainital has nine lakes. 

3) The dog is a faithful animal. 

4) My father travels a lot. 

 

IV) Match the columns to make sentences: -       (1×4) 

 

AB 

1) Science is my                                        a) wins the race 

2) I like to play                                               b) baked a cake on my birthday 

3) My mother                                            c) favorite subject     

4) Slow and steady                                          d) with my sister 
 

Ans. 

1) c      2) d   3) b   4) a 

 



V) Change these statements into questions: -       (1×3) 

 

1) He is tall. 

2) They are arriving today. 

3) I am seven years old. 

 

Ans. 

1) Is he tall? 

2) Are they arriving today? 

3) Am I seven years old? 

 

VI) Change these positive sentences to negative sentences: -     (1×3) 

 

1) Ben is my pet. 

2) They go to school by bus. 

3) Nandani speaks French. 

 

Ans. 

1) Ben is not my pet. 

2) They  do not go to school by bus. 

3) Nandani does not speak French. 

 

VII) Make negative sentences using the hints in the bracket: -     (1×3) 

 

1) I __________ (watch) cartoon channels. 

2) I __________ (love) mangoes. 

3) Birds __________ (have) teeth. 

 

Ans. 

1) I do not watch cartoon channels. 

2) I do not love mangoes. 

3) Birds do not have teeth. 
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I) Write two proper nouns against each common noun: -     (1×4) 

 

1) day ________   ________ 

2) month ________   ________ 

3) river ________   ________ 

4) actor ________   ________ 

 

Ans. 

1) day   -  Monday Sunday 

2) month - May  July  

3) river  - Ganga  Jamuna 

4) actor  -  Ranbir Singh Akshay Kumar 

 

II) Rewrite these sentences. Use capital letters where needed. Encircle the common noun 

    and underline the proper noun: -        (1×3)  

 

1) the jama masjid is a mosque in delhi 

2) anu is my best friend 

3) the stores are closed on sundays 

 

Ans. 

1) The Jama Masjid is a                           in Delhi. 

 

 

2) Anu is my best                       . 

 

 

3) The                         are closed on Sundays.   

 

III) Fill in the blanks with the correct collective nouns: -     (1×3) 

 

1) Our cat has a __________ of seven kittens. 

2) I dropped the __________ of keys in the drain by mistake. 

3) A __________ of sheep grazed in the fields. 

 

Ans. 

1) Our cat has a litter of seven kittens. 

2) I dropped the bunch of keys in the drain by mistake. 

3) A flock of sheep grazed in the fields. 

 

friend 

stores 

mosque 



IV) Write the correct plural form of these nouns: -      (1×4) 
 

   Singular                                                                                            Plural     

1) mango                                                                                          __________   

2) fish                                                                                               __________ 

3) sheep                                                                                           __________  

4) toy                                                                                                __________ 
 

Ans.   1) mangoes       2) fish               3) sheep                 4) toys      

 

V)  Fill in the blanks with the appropriate singular / plural form of of the nouns in the 

brackets:-            (1×4) 
 

1) I watched many ___________ when I was at home during lockdown. (movies)   

2) There is a big _________ (trees) near my house. It has many __________. (nest). 

3) There are many ___________ (country) in the world. India is our _________ (country). 

4) I saw an old ________ (monk) with many ______________ (sheep) in the field. 
 

Ans. 

1) I watched many movies  when I was at home during lockdown.    

2) There is a big tree near my house. It has many nests. 

3) There are many countries  in the world. India is our country. 

4) I saw an old monk with many sheep in the field. 

 
 

VI) Arrange these groups of words in alphabetical order:-     (1×4) 
 

1)   kiwi  kangaroo  kite  kettle 

2)   healthy  blossom  orchard plants 

3)   lockdown  corona   quarantine distancing 

4)   Asia   Arab   America Africa 
 

Ans. 

1)  kangaroo kettle   kite   kiwi 

2)  blossom healthy  orchard  plants 

3)  corona distancing lockdown quarantine 

4)  Africa America Arab  Asia 

 

VII) Read these sentences carefully and correct the error: -     (1×3) 
 

1) I have never travelled in a buses. 

2) We saved our moneys, nickels and dime.. 

3) That parks is wonderful. 

           

Ans. 

1) I have never travelled in a bus. 

2) We saved our money, nickel and dimes. 

3) That park is wonderful. 
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